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MDI Sessions
Two exciting sessions on Wednesday

Backgrounds at other lepton colliders
• SLC
• HERA
• LEP
• Belle-II

MDI/CFS topics
• Detector infrastructure
• Solenoid manufacturing
• Tohoku activities

Thanks to all speakers!

I will concentrate on the background 
„lessons learned“ in this summary
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Backgrounds at Lepton 
Machines
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SLD/SLC
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SLD/SLC
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SLC Collimation System
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SLD Mask System
Masks should prevent any direct beam particles or photons to hit the detector
• multi-bounces could however do it… :-(
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At SLD/SLC SR WAS THE PROBLEM

SR Fans from Halo in Final Focus

VXD

M4

MASiC

M3

LUMON

M2

MASiC

M3

LUMON

M2

M4

CDC

CDC

Beam pipe

Synchrotron Swath

qX=450 µrad

qY=270 µrad

Photons need a minimum of TWO 
bounces to hit a detector

Synchrotron Radiation
Synchrotron radiation photons 
from final focus magnetscould 
reach the detector
• minimum two bounces, but it 

happened…
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SLD Backgrounds
„Good occupancy event“

„Bad occupancy event“
• Background events could be back-

tracked to origins in the masks or 
the beam pipe

Large pulse-to-pulse variations in 
background levels
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T. Markiewicz
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SLD Lessons Learned
Design the IR region carefully
• ILC has more sophisticated collimation system and should not encounter the „multi-bounces“
• but are we prepared for the unexpected?

Diagnostics are critical
• Beam and loss monitors, but also in the detector
• link detector DAQ and machine controls
• good communication!

Stability is paramount
• Unstable conditions often occur

Build your subdetector with background issues in your mind
• don’t build devices which can fail catastrophically

9
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LEP

10

Peak performance

4

Performance increased steadily  (slowly) over many years

not injector limited - beams accumulated,   strong (SR) damping,  equilibrium emittance   

minimum β*  and maximum tune shift were limited in LEP

by the need of the experiments for stable low background running conditions

LEP1

92 GeV

LEP2

200 GeV

H. Burkhardt
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Collimation and Tracking is Crucial
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LEP movable collimators, essential for background
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DELPHI 

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF LEP COLLIMATORS 

F. Bertinelli and R. Jung 
European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) 

CH-1211 GENEVA 23, Switzerland 

Abstract 

Movable collimators will be installed in LEP 
to protect the experiments and the electrostatic se- 
parators from synchrotron radiation and off-momentum 
electrons and positrons. The collimators consist cf 
copper blocks with tungsten inserts moving in 500 mm 
long parallelepipedic vacuum tanks. They will place 
at least 30 radiation lengths of matter across the 
obstructed aperture. Great importance has been given 
to minimize higher order mode losses and construction 
costs. The copper blocks have been designed with a 
shape for matching circular, elliptical and cruciform 
vacuum chambers. The collimator blocks are water 
cooled and will be moved with stepping motors under 
microprocessor control with a resolution of 5 vm 
and an absolute setting accuracy better than 100 vrn. 

1. Introduction 

A large number of collimator blocks (114) 
will be installed in LEP. Host (108) are copper 
blocks with tungsten inserts whereas 6 are aluminium 
blocks. The latter will also be used for dumping the 
stored beams. 

These blocks are part of 41 two-jaw collima- 
tors and 8 four-jaw collimators. The collimators are 
installed in sections with circular, elliptical and 
cruciform vacuum chambers. Forty collimators are po- 
sitioned in straight sections around the four experi- 
mental points to control essentially the photon back- 
ground in the experimental detectors, but also to 
protect the electrostatic separators, whereas the re- 
maining nine are installed in a non-experimental 
crossing point (three) and in an arc (six) to control 
the LEP aperture. Only the first category will be 
considered here in detail. 

The various functions and operating princi- 
ples of these collimators are described in I1,2,31. 
The blocks have to be controlled in position indivi- 
dually and must be able to cover half the aperture at 
least in order to give the best background conditions 
for the experiments. 

Due to the large number of blocks, it is 
important to reduce the higher order mode losses 
while keeping a design compatible with an economical 
manufacturing process. 

2. Conceptual design of the collimators 

For housing the 22jaw collimators 500 mm are 
available. After considering several solutions, the 
following design was arrived at. 

The vacuum tank is a parallelepipedic vessel 
of the same width (height) as the vacuum chamber in 
the case of vertical (horizontal) collimators. Moving 
in this vessel, are two blocks. The clearance between 
block and tank has been kept to a minimum, less than 
1 mm, in order to minimize the RF losses. There are 
no sliding contacts between the blocks and the vacuum 
vessel's walls. 

Once the tank is fitted with two flanges, the 
available length for the blocks is 380 mm. To gua- 
rantee the 30 radiation lengths of absorbing mate- 
rial, the central part has to be made of tungsten 
with a length of 120 mm. On the basis of the predic- 
ted nominal positions [ll of the blocks, the block 
ends are machined to assure a smooth transition 
between the vacuum tube and the restricted central 
volume defined by the collimator block. For econo- 

mica1 reasons, the transition will be milled with one 
single tool inclined at a given angle. It is there- 
fore the intersection of an inclined cylinder witn 
the block. 

The milling diameter and angle have been 
chosen in order to minimize the RF loss factor k. 
This was done with a program running interactively on 
a personal computer using the following empirical 
formulae (41 for cylindrical systems. If the longitu- 
dinal standard deviation d of the beam bunch is ex- 
pressed in millimeters, then : 

- for an aperture restriction : 
, ,s ,I / , , , 

1 
//I/. , / a bf beam -. - ..- .--- --. _-_ _~. -. 

/////f/f 

k = ; sin (~1 log E 1vrpc1 

- for an aperture enlargement : 
//I/// / 

b beam 
- -.-----.-. ~-- ___ -v 

//////If/ 

/// //// , 

k=;log[;+l-;&I 
I I 

IV/PC1 

For the considered geometries, the aperture 
cross-section has been divided into sectors in each 
of which the real geometry has been approximated by a 
cylindrical one. The loss factor of the resulting ob- 
stacle is the sum of the fractions of the individual 
loss factors. A partition into 32 sectors gives suf- 
ficient accuracy. The resulting shape for a horizon- 
tal block in an elliptical vacuum chamber sector is 
given below. 

Fig. 1 Horizontal collimator block for an elliptical 
vacuum chamber sector 

The predicted loss factors together with the ones 
measured on the set-up described in [51 are given next 

C‘H33K7-')/X7!(HX)O-l.563 $1.00 Q ilii:l: 1564 

© 1987 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material
for advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers

or lists, or to reuse any copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.

PAC 1987

as originally designed, 
G. von Holtey. LEP main ring collimators. EP-BI-87-03
later modified (AP. limit IP5) and upgraded

120 mm W

Cu
Bertinelli, Jung, PAC97 

settings  of  order
Aperture  H  15.5 σ
Experim.  H  18   σ 

Vertical 
~   30 nominal σ
~ 100 measured σ

nominal :
10% coupling
σ E = 1.e-3 

LEP, example of background particle tracking
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plot from my simulation for the 1998 LEP background paper  Ref [6]
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Illustration of beam particle tracking 
through the LEP lattice over 1000 meters 
up to an experimental region (cs coordinates).

The distance X from the nominal orbit is 
given in cm units.
The tracks are for particles that are lost 
within ±9 m from the interaction point.
The 12σ beam envelope is shown as 
broken line.
The physical aperture limitation given by 
the beam pipes is shaded.
The position of collimators (called 
COLH.QS15, COLH.QS17..) as used in 
LEP physics runs is shown as vertical 
straight lines.

Codes : MAD8, Turtle, DIMAD, EGS
+ “own generators”   beam gas, thermal,
SR,  radiative Bbhabha

H. Burkhardt
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Background Observations by LEP Experiments
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LEP background observations
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Careful IR Design
Masking Synchrotron Radiation

13

LEP IR by design minimizing SR backgrounds

14

IP beam pipe decreased from
Ø = 156 mm Al to 106 mm Be after 1y runnig
~ 100 movable collimators to reduce machine induced backgrounds
flat, symmetric machine, no crossing angle, few (4-12) bunches
Synchrotron radiation -    no direct and single reflected radiation to experiments in IP region
Experiments providing continuous background monitoring to LEP control room     ref [3]
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LEP Lessons Learned

14

Concluding remards

20

LEP experiments required low backgrounds

≪  e+, e- / crossing,  low SR photon flux  (≲ 100 / crossing , almost invisible in event displays)

which limited pushing up luminosities, particularly at LEP1

Beamstrahlung + muon backgrounds were negligible for LEP  — important for linear colliders

Important to have a continuous,  close experiment + machine collaboration

with background monitoring by the experiments  + signal exchange

Even in a well (MDI) optimized IR with movable collimators + fixed masking 

this can be expected to be essential to minimize synchrotron radiation + off momentum 

backgrounds and maximise the precision physics potential reachable with an e+e- collider

H. Burkhardt
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HERA
HERA encountered heavy background 
problems especially after the lumi 
upgrade

15

U. Schneekloth HERA Interaction Regions 3

HERA Overview
Electron (positron) -
proton collider, in 
operation 1992 - 2007

Beam energies:
• protons 920 GeV
• electrons 27.6 GeV

180 bunches
96 ns bunch spacing

About 140m long straight 
sections (either side) for 
beam separation, 
focusing, acceleration, 
diagnostics and spin 
rotators

•Circumference 6.3km

U. Schneekloth HERA Interaction Regions 4

HERA Operation

15 years of almost continuous beam operation

U. Schneekloth
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HERA II Problems
Interaction region at HERA-II
• completely new design with final focus magnets in the 

detectors

Three major sources of backgrounds

Proton beam-gas scattering
• improvements of the vacuum system

• more pumping
• reduce HOM losses
• beam conditioning

Electron beam-gas scattering
• more pumps

Synchrotron radiation
• added upstream SR collimator to avoid backscattering
• improvement of masks

16

U. Schneekloth HERA Interaction Regions 18

Synchrotron Radiation - HERA II
Top view of interaction region• Total power 18kW (26kW at

30GeV)
• Critical energy up to 115 keV
(150 keV at 30 GeV) 

• “No” upstream collimators
• Radiation fan must pass

through IR
• Tails potentially very

dangerous (beam steering  
and stability important)

• Main background source:
back-scattering from absor-
bers 11 to 27 m right of IP

• Small central elliptical beam
pipe 

06.05.2003 U. Schneekloth 23

Synchrotron Radiation Background
Main background:
n Photons back-scattered from absorber SR11

n hitting rear surface of C5a, scattered into 
CTD

n “sneak through” photons; small hole 
between C5a and C5c

Modifications/improvements
n Shielding of C5a (rear surface)
n Reduce hole between C5a/C5c

n reduce vertical opening of C5b
n shielding of C5a

n Reduce photon flux on C5a
n modify C5b 
n coating of absorber SR11

Factor 10 improvement (without coating of 
absorber SR11)

•“C5” collimator, installed in 2001

•Installed in 2003

U. Schneekloth
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HERA Lessons Learned

Design of interaction region is crucial

17

U. Schneekloth HERA Interaction Regions 44

Conclusions - Lessons
HERA I IR
n Lower luminosity
n No machine magnets inside central detector volume

n Detector: good forward and rear acceptance (hole < 1o, η ~ 4.9)
n No serious (background) problems.

HERA II IR
n Pushed for higher luminosity
n Challenging design

n Synchrotron radiation, no upstream collimators close to IP
n Beam steering very critical
n Access to central beam pipe (masks, cooling, flanges, BMPs,…) 

required a few month shutdown
n Forward/rear detector acceptance limited (hole ~ 3o, η ~ 3.8)

U. Schneekloth HERA Interaction Regions 45

Conclusions - Lessons
HERA II IR
n Challenging design, continued

n Several vacuum leaks due to constraint design, orbit movements 
and beam losses

n Slow conditioning and vacuum improvement, almost continuous 
operation

n Beam orbit control
Active safety system: 
n Temperature, vacuum interlocks
n Beam loss, high background rates
Þ Beam abort

n Magnet alignment and position stability

Very close cooperation between machine and experiments during
design and operation absolutely essential.

U. Schneekloth
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A. Natochii
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Belle-II Background Sources

Currently, background levels are well below critical limits
• but they will become a problem on the way to the design luminosity
• mitigation strategies required

19
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SuperKEKB Collimation System
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Colliding-beams Backgrounds
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Transverse Mode Coupling Instability
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Unexpected Injection Background
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What can we learn for ILC?
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Are we prepared?
All discussed machines had background issues
• most of the problems seen elsewhere are not relevant for ILC

• HERA, LEP and Belle-II have circular collider related problems
• e.g. beam-gas background is not relevant for ILC (see PhD thesis of R. Karl)

SLC experience is very valuable
• only existing experience from a linear collider!
• ILC has been designed with SLC experience in mind…. mostly by the same experts!

Biggest assumed ILC backgrounds have never been seen
• Beamstrahlung pairs, backshine from dumps, etc.

Take home messages
• Most problems came as a surprise
• Luminosity or energy upgrades had bigger background impacts than anticipated
• Be careful with machine elements in the detector volume
• Plan your interaction region carefully
• Design your subdetectors with sufficient background margins
• You are blind without sufficient diagnostics and simulation capabilities
• Close links between experiments and accelerator controls are mandatory

Pre-lab is the right opportunity to review our design assumptions
25


